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Introduction 

The people are the only censors of their governors; and even 
their errors will tend to keep these to the true principles of their 
institution. To punish these errors too severely would be to suppress 
the only safeguard of the public liberty. The way to prevent these 
irregular interpositions of the people is to give them full information 
of their affairs thro' the channel of the public papers, & to contrive 
that those papers should penetrate the whole mass of the people, the 
very first object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me 
to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers or 
newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to 
prefer the latter. 

--Thomas Jeffersonl 

American newspapers have traditionally occupied a position of public 

trust which has charged them with the awesome responsibility of making 

large-scale representative government practical. They have been called 

upon to flustain the vigilant masses which Jefferson and other democratic 

theorists have maintained are so essential to representative government. 

Few would dispute the premise that newspaoers play an important role 

in the functioning of representative government. It is clear that no 

citizen, however conscientious or concerned, can possibly observe for 

himself all or even a significant part of the world's important events. 

He simply must rely upon the mass communication media to observe and 

report events to him. 

A very crucial and timely question, if we accept this theory--and 

surely few would reject it altogether--that newspapers (and the other mass 

media) are essential to the functioning of large-scale representative 

governnlent, is whether they have met their responsibility. The heart of 

the question is simply, have American newspapers accurately and adequately 

reported news events? 

l'I'homas Jefferson, in Curtis MacDougall, Interpretative Reporting 
(New York: Macmillan, 1938), p. 8. 



This is the problem to be dealt with hers; the central concern of 

this paper will be accuracy in American newspapers. This is, of course, 

a very brc)ad, difficult question to approach, for many reasons. For 

example, how can we establish a basis for judging "accuracy?'1 Who but 

a very few (if any) can tell us what really happened at Pearl Harbor, 

for example? On what basis are we to say that one report is accurate and 

another inaccurate? We cannot rely exclusively upon history books--they 

often disagree on important points. We cannot even rely upon eyewitness 

accounts--when they a~e available--they oft9n conflict. 

Defining Accuracy 

An :Lmportant problem, then, is th.:l.t of determining which factors 

contribute to accuracy. Is completeness essential? Is it important 

that one report contains primarily facts and figures while another con

tains primarily accounts of the human emotions involved in an event? 

Does the presence of a Single error invalidate an otherwise "accurate" 

account:' Is an eyewitness account necessa!'ily accurate? How much 

weight does a headline deserve in relation to the story itself? Is 

location within the newspaper a legitimate consideration in weighing 

accuracy? How important is the lIlead?lI 

These and countless other questions suggest the kinds of dif

ficulties encountered in a study of this nature. The fact that none has 

ever been definitively answered--though countless years of research have 

been devoted to them--suggests that there are no universal answers, or, 

perhaps, that they are so "subjective" in nature that they defy scientific 

analysis. Whatever the case, since no universal guidelines have been 

established for directly judging accuracy, an indirect approach will 

be employed for this study. 
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We will use a comparative process, which will allow us to detect 

variations from one newspaper to the next, thus detecting inaccuracy, 

without really knowing specifically what is accurate. For example, 

newspaper "A" says in its coverage of the assassination of Archduke 

Francis Ferdinand simply that he was shot at Sarajevo at 10:00 A.M. on 

June 28. Newspaper "B" reports th'lt Ferdinand was shot and killed at 

Sarajevo, at 10:00 P.M. on June 28, that his wife was also killed, and that 

the assassin, Gavrilo Princip, a fanatic Serb patriot, was captured. 

Newspaper "c" reports in one story all the information contained in liB," 

except that it gives the time as 10:00 A.M. In addition, it prints a 

second story, quoting top leaders in the Austrian-Hungarian government as 

warning that the incident may have far-reaching international repercus

sions, and quoting Germanyls minister of state as he warns Austria-Hungary 

that it may be provoking war by its actions. 

Clearly, there is an error in the reported time of the assassination 

in either "B'I or in "A" and IIC," or, perhaps, even in all three. The 

important pOint, though, is that there is an error at some point. It is 

not essential to know for the purposes of this study which report is 

accurate; it is enough to know that at least one of the papers printed 

an inaccuracy. 

This example presents a very narrow perspective on accuracy, 

however it does illustrate the kind of comparative approach that we will 

attempt to utilize in a much mo~ comprehensive way to analyze the total 

coverage of each of the newspapers included in this survey. Further, 

it provides a basis for extrapolation: if one of the newspapers in this 

example cannot report a fact so baSic as the time of occurence, can it 

then be expected to accurately report the sequence of events and other 

more detailed and complex facets of the event? 
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This indirect, comparative approach, while it is essentially 

negative--it allows for detection of errors only, not for positive veri

fication of aspects of a story that may be accurate--it does provide a 

useful tool for the detection of errors. It does not, however, provide any 

guidelines for determining which factors contribute to accuracy. And this 

is, as previously noted, one of the key issues which must be dealt with 

before our study can proceed. 

Further use of the example involving the three newspapers and their 

coverage of the assassination of the Archduke will illustrate the approach 

decided upon for use in this study. Newspaper !fA" provides coverage of the 

assassination that is accurate only in the very strictest and narrowest 

sense of the word: it contains no detectable inaccuracies (assuming for the 

purposes of our discussion here that the time of the assassination has 

been verified through several independent and reliable historical 

sources and found to agree with its reported 10:00 A.M.), It is accurate, 

however, only as far as it goes and in this very narrow sense. 

The coverage provided by newspaper liB" is in this narrow sense in

accurate, since it contains an error (it reports the time to be 10:00 P.M.). 

If we define accuracy in this narrow sense, then, we are led to uphold 

a story that does not report several important facts, "A," and reject one 

which does report these facts, "B," simply because "B" contains a 

relatively minor error. 

This example, then, allows us to begin building our working 

definition of accuracy. ',ole ma.y say th'lt completeness is an important 

element and th'lt the presence of a minor error in an otherwise accurate 

account does not inva.lidate the entire story. 
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To carry this analysis further, let us bring newspaper "G" into 

consideration. If newspaper "B" did adequately cover the events, that is, 

the "facts and figures" associated with the assaSSination, it did not really 

provide its readers with the most significant information. The real sig

nificance of the event was its implications for international politics; 

neither n.ewspaper "B" nor newspaper "A" even hinted at this important 

point. Newspaper "G," on the other hand, provided the facts and figures 

as well as some information concerning the importance of these facts-

interpretation and background in other words. 

Also included in the coverage of "G" was some perspective on 

the human emotions involved in the event. The reports dealing with the 

personal reactions of the leaders of the two nations involved provided 

a look at. the event as reflected in the emotions of those most closely 

affected by it. These emotions may help the reader of the account to 

assess the importance of the event more accurately, and thus to gain a 

better perspective on the event and its implications. 

We might add to our working definition of accuracy, then, that very 

often coverage of the "straight" facts and figures is not enough, that 

interpret.ation of the significance of the event may be more important than 

the facts of the event itself. Further, we might add that reporting of the 

human emotions and background involved in an incident may also be of great 

importance. 

To continue with our example, let us assume that one of the news

papers printed an eyewitness account of the shooting. Our inclination 

would probably be to accept the eyewitness' story as accurate, because, 

after all, "he was there." We must bear in mind, however, that the eye

witness cannot base his story upon what really happened, but only upon 
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his perception of what happened, which mayor may not match reality. 

Since perception equals sensation plus interpretation,l and since the 

senses are quite susceptible to failure, due to many causes ranging from 

physiological weaknesses to poor vantage point, and since interpretation 

is far from being an objective process--we often see what we want to see, 

or see what we expect to see, or simply see what appears to be but isn't--

and since we always interpret what we see in light of our own individual 

background and experience, it must follow that perception is a highly 

subjective process. Perhaps this point is explained more fully and 

clearly as follows: " ••• in studying perception, we are studying 

what it is that the organism experiences; not wh~t the physical world 

contains.,,2 

This must all be borne in mind when considering eyewitness 

accounts. They are the events as seen by what can never be impartial 

observers, human beings. Eyewitness accounts, then, may contribute 

certain qualities to a news story, but in terms of accuracy, they must 

not be accepted uncritically. 

We raised questions earlier in connection with the bearing of head-

lines upon accuracy. let us assume, in continuing our example, that 

newspaper "An carried a banner headline: "Duke Assassinated." Newspaper 

"B" did not devote its banner to the assassination, but to another story. 

Its story headline was as follows: "Austrian Duke Assassinated; shot by 

Serbian zealot." Newspaper "C" carried the following banner: "Austrian 

Duke Assassinated; Shot by Serbian Patriot; War Possible." 

IH. Bartley, Principles of Perception (New York: Harper & Bros., 
1958), p. 22. 

2Ibid. 
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Our discussion must begin with a decision on what the function 

of headlines is before we can evaluate their implications for accuracy. 

Journalism theory seems to agree that headlines serve three basic 

information functions. They summarize the "gist" of the story, appraise 

its importance, and attract the reader's attention. l 

The first function, summarizing the essence of a news story, is 

very important, from two standpoints. It is important because it allows 

the reader to decide at a glance whether a particular story is of interest 

to him, without reading the entire story. It is also important to the 

great number of newspaper "readers" who, for lack of time, patience, 

or whatever other reason do not read more than the headlines and leads. 

(According to one survey a full 58% of all newspaper readers read no 

more than the headline and lead paragraphs. 2 ) 

The second function of headlines, appraising the story's importance, 

is very significant. A seven-line banner headline says to the reader 

that "this story is of overwhelming importance," for example J while a 

one-line story head does not suggest this kind of urgency or importance 

at all. If the reader sees a banner headline saying that the Archduke has 

been assassinated, he knows immediately that this is an event of 

importance, even before he reads the accompanying story. 

The third function is closely allied with the first two. To 

be effective in summarizing the story's content and to serve effectively 

lThomas Elliot Berry, Journalism Today (Philadelphia: Chilton 
Books, 1966), pp. 164-165; Committee on Modern Journalism, Modern 
Journalism (New York: Pitman Publishing Co., 1962), pp. 578-579; 
Robert E. Garst, Headlines and Datelines (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1968), p. 103-105. 

2Wilbur Schramm, "Measuring Another Dimension of Newspaper 
Readership," Journalism Quarterly, XXIV, (December, 1947) pp. 293-306. 
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as an indication of the stor,y's urgency and importance, the headline 

must first capture the reader's attention. To do this, it must be 

well written, well placed and of an appropriate size. 

In our example, the "scanner" of newspaper "A" would be alerted that 

an important assassination had occurred, but would not learn of the 

significance of the event. The "scanner" of newspaper "B" would in 

many cases read the story headline and forget it, since it is not a 

banner, and since the assassination of an unknown archduke halfway around 

the world would surely seem to be of little significance. The scanner of 

newspaper "C," on the other hand, would see that the archduke had been 

assassinated, and he would be aware that this event was one that could 

possibly lead to the outbreak of war. 

The more complete and more appropriately sized and placed headline, 

then, would result in the most accurate picture being given to the 

headline scanner. It should be obvious that the same will hold true for 

those who use the headlines as guides as to what is important to read; 

they would see only by reading the headline in newspaper "c" that the 

story is of urgent importance, although they would possibly be lead by 

headline "B" to read the story as well. 

It is clear, then, that the use of headlines that are well placed, 

carefully written to convey the substance as well as the Significance of 

the story, and that are of a size and "weight" appropriate to the story's 

importance and urgency is an important factor to be considered When judging 

accuracy. 

Similar examples could be offered demonstrating that the location 

assigned "LO a story within a newspaper is an important consideration, since 

it helps to place a priority value on the story and since it determines in 
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part the probability that the story \'lill even be seen by tl:e reader. 

Research could also b·:! cited in support of this conten.tion; however, 

because this is such a self-evident fact.--that a story at the top of 

page one is likely to be seen by more readers than one on page eight, for 

exam.?le--.and because our time and energy· may be used IIlo~e productively 

in the consider::lti:m of mora · .... aighty points, we will not offer formal 

supporting evidence here. 

The same is true in the case of the role of photographs, charts, 

graphs, maps and other visual aids in the consideration of accuracy. 

8iven two newspaper accounts of' the same event, Uenti.cal except that 

one provides a map and a photograph, for example, while the other useG 

no visual aids, it is apparent that the st~ry supplim.omted by these aids 

\'li11 give its readers a more comp13te, or at very least a more easily 

under::; tandabl,g view of the event than the one that did not. 

The "1eadll is an lmportant r;onsideration for many of the same reasons 

we have discussed in comH3ction Nith headlines. It, along with the 

headline., constitutes for a great proportion of readers, 58% a:cordi.ng 

to the research report previously cited in "Journalism ~uarterly,t' 
., 

the only part of the story read. L 

MacJougall s'..lggests five functi.ons of the lead, which may be 

sumrn.arized as followtl. The lead answe:'s the readers I ini tb.l questions 

about the incident; it em~hasiz83 t.he :'eatu!'e of the story if there is one; 

it induc,~s the reader to cO:-ttinue with the body of the story; it indi-

cates tho authority on which the :-t8WS is reported; and it identifies 

l."i.lbur Schramm, "l1easuring Another Dimension of Newspaper 
Readersh:ip, II J ournalism Quart~E.l.l' XXIV, (December, 1947) 
pp. 293-306. 
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the individuals mentioned in the st~ry.l 

In practice, of course, few leads will serve all these functions; 

these are ideals, seldom fully met in the real world. They do, 

however, provide a basis for evaluating this important component of 

newspaper coverage. 

The real point to be made through all this is that a crucial 

story wit.h a weak lead, for example, will not be read, and the reader will 

thus be deprived of the information he should have. The lead is for this 

reason an important contributor to accuracy in the broad sense in which 

we are defining accuracy. 

An tnevitable question, and one which is perhaps the most difficult 

connected with consideration of the components of accuracy, is that of 

"objectivity." Is objectivity a component of accuracy? Instinctively, 

we say "yes." But careful consideration may cause us to at least 

qualify this answer. 

TruEl, were it obtainable, "objectivity" would be a grand ideal, but, 

because it is not obtainable, it is a sort of ideal which has no 

practical counterpart. Since all words carry with their core meaning a 

unique complex of subjective, connotative meanings for each of us, it 

follows that each of us will read a different story as we read eVEln 

identical words. Thus, a story which I as a reporter write, so that each 

word has the proper connotative color to convey the precise essence of 

the event (to my mind), will have a different meaning to each of its 
') 

readers. "" 

lC~~tis MacDougall, Inte~pretative Reporting (New York: Macmillan, 
1938), pp. 144-145. 

2aur earlier discussion of perception might be recalled here. Both the 
reporter and his reader deal in perceptions, not in realities. The reporter 
deals in perceptions of the event, the reader in perceptions of the account. 
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The point to be made here is that objectivity simply does not 

exist and therefore cannot be scientifically considered as a component of 

accuracy. This is made clearer in the well-known example by Lester Markel. 

The reporter, the most objective reporter, collects fifty facts. 
Out of the fifty he selects twelve to include in his story (there is 
such a thing as space limitation). Thus he discards thirty-eight. 
This is Judgement Number One. 

Then the reporter or editor decides which of the facts shall be 
the first parafra9h of the story, thus emphasizing one fact above 
the other eleven. This is Judgement Number Two. 

Then the editor decides whether the story shall be placed on 
Page One or Page Twelve; on Page One it will command many 
times the attention it would on Page Twelve. This is Judgement 
Number Three. 

This so-called factual presentation is thus subjected to three 
judgements, all of them most humanly and most ungodly made. l 

Any discussion of objectivity included in this paper will simply 

be personal observations of the researcher, offered as "side remarks." 

They are not to be considered as a part of the accuracy evaluations. 

While we have discussed and attempted to place into perspective 

several of the factors which con tribute to accuracy, we have not dealt 

with all the possible factors. Nor could we ever even isolate all the 

factors "rhich bear upon accuracy in newspapers, partially because they 

are so nt~erous and diverse, and partially because they are, in the 

final ana~ysis subjective values which cannot be catalogued and described. 

Accounting for Inaccuracy 

If j~ the course of our study we find inaccuracies in the newspapers, 

how are they to be accounted for? Some critics have charged that American 

newspapers are merely capitalistic business enterprises whose chief func-

tion is to generate profit by whatever means are most expedient. An 

example ()f this kind of argument is made by no less a man than Ben Bagdikian. 

lI.ester Markel in William L. Rivers, The Opinionmakers (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1965), p. 43. 
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The resolutions of most urgent issues--war and peace, the growing 
chasm between rich nations and poor, decay of cities, inadequacy of 
schools, race relations, contamination of environment--depend on 
allocation of national wealth, which means both social policy and 
taxes. If the news and its interpretation are increasingly merely 
a byproduct of huge corporations whose primary concern must be con
ventional gain then this is not a minor matter in public information 
or in the development of social and fiscal policies. l 

Other critics charge that newspapers are little more than propa-

ganda sheets for "liberals" or "socialists" or "radicals." We need look 

no further than former Vice President Agnew and his celebrated charges 

that the news media are dominated by an I1Eastern liberal establishment" 

for an example here. 

These critics have in COWJTlon a conviction that newspapers (and the 

media in general) are not living up to their responsibilities. They all 

charge in short, that they are not adequately and accurately reporting 

the news. 

It is the researcher's bias that there are a number of newspapers 

which fit to some extent into each of the above categories, but that the 

great mass of newspapers are operated by honest and dedicated journalists 

whose chief aim is to disseminate information to the public. It is the 

researchnr's belief, accordingly, that the bulk of errors and inaccuracies 

found in American newspapers are due to factors other than conscious 

12 

attempts to deceive on the part of newspaper publishers, editors and reporters. 

That is ·~o say, most inaccuracies are due to incompetency, poor judgement 

and alliE3d factors more than to deliberate attempts to mislead. 

No E~vidence is offered at this point in support of these assumptions; 

they are stated so that the researcher's prejudices can be borne in mind 

when considering his conclusions. It is hoped that at the conclusion of 

1 Ben H. Bagdikian, "News as a Byproduc t," Columbia Journalism 
Review, VI, (Spring, 1961) pp. 10. 



this study the researcher will be able to cite more than personal 

prejudice as justification for these beliefs. 

Purpose 

It is: hoped, then, that this study will at least serve as a basic 

starting point toward answering the following important question: 

have American newspapers fulfilled their implied responsibility to the 

American public, th:=..t is, do they provide news coverage that is accurate? 

We use the term, "accurate, II here in the very broad sense so 

laboriously outlined in the preceding pages. Trle use it to include 

completenE3ss, factual accuracy, appropriate use of interpretation and 

background information, appropriate use of headlines and leads, 

appropriate placement of stories within the layout, as well as all 

the other qualities which together make a newspaper's coveraGe most 

true to the substance and significance of the world's events. 

Thesis 

Our thesis is that American newspapers, in the main, provide 

accurate news coverage to their readers. We do not deny that certain 

newspapers may occasionally, or even systematically, distort the news; 

we do not deny that all newspapers--even the best--make mistakes. We 

maintain simply that in general newspapers provide accurate news coverage. 

Procedure 

Ideally, in a project of this sort every newspaper in the nation 

would be surveyed and the survey would cover a span of many years. 

Practically, of course, this kind of massive effort is not possible in 

a limited research project. This is especially true given the limited 

size of the newspaper collection in the University library, and the 

problems and endless delays encountered in interlibrary loan. 
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This study, therefore, will limit itself to a few prominent news

papers, rather than attempting to survey them all. In addition, because 

of the limited nature of our study, it is not practical to survey even 

the few newspapers selected continuously or for any great period of time. 

Therefore, in order to limit the amount of material to be covered, the 

following plan will be used. A carefully selected historical incident 

will form the center of the study, and comparisons will be drawn 

be tween the coverage provided by each of the selected newspapers. 

Clearly, the selection of the incident to be studied, as well as the 

selection of the newspapers to be surveyed are important factors, each of 

which must be carefully defended in order for the results of this study to 

have any force and validity at all. 

The Historical Event 

The historical event, the launching of sputnik, was chosen with 

great carl3, so as to meet several requirements. First it is international 

in scope .so that all the newspapers surveyed could reasonably be expected 

to provid'9 coverage; it is relatively recent, so that any conclusions 

drawn will apply to "modern" newspapers; it is a critical event in inter

national history as well as the history of the United States; it is an 

event whose nature is such that it may test, even II s train" the abilities 
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of even the most dedicated, competent and knowledgeable reporters and editors. 

In addition to meeting these minimum requirements, this event offered 

many extra advantages. It was of such a radical technical nature that 

there were few II experts" available; it required the use of terms, facts 

and figures in reports that only the most capable reporters and editors 

could adequately deal with. It was of such new and earthshaking political 

importanc:e that any newspaper's competence in this area would be tested. 



In addition, it was a sensitive political event in its reflection on 

the cold war; if any newspaper had tendencies to "slant" news in such a 

way as to favor either the West or the Communist bloc, they would surely 

tend to appear in the coverage of a story such as this one. 

The Newspapers 

The newspapers were chosen for their prominence and influence, their 

relative independence, the size of their readership--especially national--

and perhaps most important for their roles as leaders of other newspapers, 

inasmuch as they are to represent American newspapers in general for the 

purposes of this study. It should be reiterated that availability was 

also an important consideration in making the final selections. 

The newspapers chosen for inclusion in this study are, first of all 

the New York Times, clearly a prominent and important newspaper, read by 

many national leaders, and a model for others to follow in the eyes of 

many journalists. l It has been rated as the number-one American newspaper 

in most (if not all) national surveys for many years. 2 It has won 

a great number of Pulitzer prizes, and its staff members have won scores 

of awards for excellence in virtually every aspect of newspaper journalism.) 

Further, it has a relatively large national circulation and is watched 

closely by leaders and influential people in many fields. 

The Chicago Tribune, long-time leader of many Midwest newspapers, 

is also read by many leaders. It has a circulation somewhat larger 

13dwin Emery, Phillip H. Ault, and Warren K. Agee, Introduction to 
Mass Communications (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1968), pp. 99-102. 

211 New York Times Rated No.1 in Poll of Nations's Publishers," New 
York Times, April 28, 1971, p. 38. 

3The World Almanac (New York: Newspaper Enterprise Association, inc., 
1970), pp. 457-459. 
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than the ~, including some regional and national circulation. 

(Circulation figures for the four newspapers included in our study were 

as follows in 1957: New York Times, 622,843, daily and 1,277,140, sunday; 

Chicago Tribune, 943,741, dai1;v and 1,319,614, sunday; St. Louis Post

Dispatch, 411,061, daily and 521,224, sunday; Christian Science Monitor, 

174,399, dai1y.l) The Tribune has also won many national awards, though 

not nearly as many as the Times, and it has been frequently named by newspa

per editors and publishers as one of the top ten newspapers nationa11y.2 

The .3t. Louis Post-Dispatch is, once again, a newspaper with a 

relatively large circ~lation, including regional and national distribution 

(see figures above). It has received numerous national awards for 

excellence, including several Pulitzer Prizes. 3 It has also been 

consistently listed by journalists as one of the top ten papers 

nationa11y.4 

The Christian Science Monitor, a newspaper of considerable 

national circulation (see above) and one often cited for its detachment 

and obje<:tivity in reporting, has also received recognition for its 

journalistic excellence on the national level frequently.5 Perhaps its 

most notE3worthy recommendation for our purposes--and this applies to 

the othelC' three newspapers as well--is its being conSistently named by 

working ,journalists as one of the newspapers they most respect.6 

lThe 1rlorld Almanac and Book of Facts (New York: New York 'Norld
Telegram. and Sun, 19$8), p. 48>. 

2Emery, Ault, and Agee, OPe cit., pp. 99-102. 

3The World Almanac {New York: Newspaper 3nterpr1se AssOCiation, inc., 
1970),-pp. 457-459. 

4"New York Times Rated No. 1 in Poll of Nation's Publishers," 
New York Times, April 28, 1971, p. 38. 

5Emery, Ault, and Agee, OPe cit., pp. 99-102. 
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Overview 

The ~hicago Tribune's coverage of the launching of sputnik 

relied heavily upon what might be called a "shotgun" approach, that is, 

parallel coverage by several news sources. The rationale was apparently 

that aspec:ts of the story missed by one source would be picked up by 

another. Each of the Tribune's stories did provide some unique material; 

unfortunately, however, there was considerable duplication and repetition. 

The satellite's period of orbit was mentioned at least eight times, for 

example. 

Generally, however, its coverage was adequate. It contained the 

basic facts and figures of the event; and it provided some background and 

interpretation of these facts. 

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch provided coverage that was neither as 

extensive nor as diversified as that of the Tribune, but that nevertheless 

covers mu.ch of the same material. The Tribune's coverage seemed to be 

more international in approach (owing possibly to its use of the Reuters 

story). The Post-Dispatch used two Associated Press stories and a small 

su.pplimental United Press story, which concentrate considerable attention 

on the political implications o~ the launching. The Tribune, in con

trast, concentrated the bulk of its attention on reporting the "facts 

and figures" of the launching. It also devoted a great deal of attention 

to the rHported sightings of the satellite both in this country and 

around the world. 

The Christian Science Monitor provided coveraGe that was very 

coheSive and that seldom duplicated facts. Two side-hy-side lead stories, 

under a single banner headline, covered most of the material contained 

in the other newspapers, but in considerably less space (60 column inches, 
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compared t.o 80 in the Post-Dispatch, 110 in the Tribune, and 260 in the 

Times.) One of the stories concentrated on political implications of the 

event, whi.le the other, written by the Monitor's own "natural science 

editor," e~xplained the scientific and technical aspects. The coverage was 

relatively complete and very well balanced. 

The New York Times' coverage was, in a word, exhaustive. It 

contained more column inches of material than the other three newspapers 

combined. It printed both fact and interpretation that were unequalled in 

either quantity or quality by any of the other newspapers. Its coverage 

was quite complete, and it drew upon a greater variety of sources than 

any of th!~ other newspapers, ranging from Reuters to the Associated Press 

to the C&ladian Press Service. 

Preliminary examinations suggest that each of the four newspapers 

provides (~overage of the basics, the facts and figures associated with the 

launching of sputnik, that is quite accurate. They all explained (in 

varying dl3grees of detail) that the satellite was orbiting the earth; all 

listed its period as 95 minutes; all listed its size as 23 inches; all 

listed its weight as 184 or 185 pounds (depending presumably upon how the 

metric figure was converted); all mentioned at least the three reported 

sightings at Terre Haute, Columbus, and 'Nhittier; all at least mentioned 

the offiCial Tass announcement of the launching, and all except the Post

Dispatch carried the full text of the announcement. 

Each of the newspapers also explained the connection between the 

launching and the International Geophysical Year; each mentioned the 

United States' Project Vanguard and listed its first scheduled launch 

date as "next spring." In addition, all noted that the Soviet satellite 

was eight times heavier than the planned United States satellite. 
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All the n'3'flspapers carried at least OWo map of thE! earth showing 

the satelJ.i te I S orbit; all d'3voted their major headline to the launehing. 

And all indicated th:it th'~ 13.unchin,:; had potential miEta~y implications. 

In short, all four n'3Wspapers pr0vided the basic facts surrounding 

the launching; an'l there was substantial agreement among them on these 

facts. In addition, all the newspapers provided at least some interpre-
, 

tation of the Significance of these fa~ts.~ 

This is by no means to suggest, however, that the four newspapers 

provided identical coverage. It is to say that a careful reader could 

learn the basic fa<::.!-.s surrounJing the launching of sputnik through any onE~ 

of the four newspajJers included in this survey. 

An-i ~le must emphasize two points here: first, we are making t!1i s state-

ment only for the "careful reader," that is, the relative 1y ra:-e reader 

who looks beyond the headlines and leads, and who does this for ever/ story 

printed about a given event. Sec)nd, we are nJ~ suggesting that even the 

careful reader will hav, access to all the available information about an 

event in each of the newspa')8~S; rather, W8 are maintaining at this point 

that the eareful reader will have access to at least the basic facts 

in each 0': them. 

lExceptions to these generalizations will be discussed in the more 
detailed analyses which are to follow. 
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PART II 



-Ne have up to thIs point explained why our topic-··accuracy in 

American Ilewspapers--warrants attention; w~ h;;lVe defined our terms, 

justified our premises and assumpti ('ns, explaL"led the ~)roced"J.res to be 

used, and briefly surveyed each of the newspapers and Us treatment 0:

the launching of sputnik. 

daving completed this first part of our research--that depending 

heavily upon secondar:J' sources--we now move on to the second part, which 

will center around .or:L'11ary sources, the newspapers themselves. 

Because they are the first point of contact between reader and news, 

and ber.ause, for so many readers, they are the primary (if not sole) 

contact, headlines an:1 leads will be our first area of concentration 

here. If we devote what seems to be a disproportionately large share of 

our effort to these two topics, it is because they are of such crucial 

importance to our study. 

Headlines & Leads 

The major headline carried by each of the newspapers was devoted to 

the satellite launching. The Times and Post-Dispatch printei nearly 

identical headlines, but the other two differed somewhat. The banner 

headlines printed by the four newspapers were as follm.rs: Tribune, "Reds 

Fire 'Hoon' in Jrbit;" Iv1onit~r, "l'iade-in-U.S.S.R. 'Moon' Circles Sarth; 

Space Era Advent Jolts 'was~inp;ton;" Times, "Soviet Fires ::<::'3.rth Satellite 

Into Space; it is Circling the Glob<3 at 18,000 M.P.H. Sphere Tracked in 

4 CrossingsJver U.S.;" Post-Dispatch, "Soviei: Satellite Passes Over U.S. 

4 Times, Detected by :ladio; it is 560 Hiles up at 18,000 ;·l.?S." 

The Times and Post-Dispatch headlines both provide the basic "facts" 

surroundin;: the event, an::l the Tribune US!:lS roughly th") same approach 

(exc!:lpt that the statistics follO'tv in a s'lbhead rather than being included 
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in the banner.) The Monitor, however, uses a unique approach. It 

states thEl basic fact that the U.S.S .R. has orbited a satellite and 

then continues to report two important facts not mentioned by the other 

three. It notes that this launching marked the advent of the space 

age, and :it reports that Washington was "jolted" by the event. And it 

accomplishes all this in the short space of a two-line, five-column banner. 

'fie have encountered here an excellent example of the kind of conflict 

of journalistic values mentioned earlier; perhaps a digression is in order 

at this point. One journalist might insist that the Times, Tribune and 

Post-Disp~ were "correct" in printing the simple "objective," physical 

facts surrounding the event in their headlines, while another journalist, 

equally competent, might argue that the Monitor's headline was best, 

because it conveyed both the basic fact of the launching and a sense of 

the significance of this fact to its readers. 

This kind of conflict is not new to journalism; it has been manifested 

in recent years by the controversies surrounding "advocacy" journalism and 

even "interpretative reporting," for example. One school maintains that 

it is thE: function of the newspaper to provide "objective" facts to the 

reader so that he may weigh them and reach his own conclusions. other 

schools maintain, however, that important factors are overlooked in this 

"objective" approach. 

For example, some would argue that no human reporter can ever be 

"objective", that it is totally impossible. Further, they continue, the 

average newspaper reader lacks the background, the time, the education, or 

even the intelligence to comprehend either the substance or the Significance 

of most news events. Walter Lippmann explains it this way, " ••• the modern 

world be:ing so very complicated and so hard to understand, it has become 
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necessary not on:y to report the news but b explain it and interpret 

~ t ,,1 - . 
These' journaljst,s maintain :in short tr.at a news report that does 

not inclu:e interpretation and ":lac;':ground :is an incomplete ap.d tr.ue 

inaCCllr:tte report. Tr.ey believe, along with :ippmann, that the average 

reader needs t:i be tole: what the story means and what significance it 

holds, as well as having its substance both reported and explained. 

They would argue (the researcher I s inclination is to agree with them) 

that the !1:onitor's headline, even though l.t contains fHwer '~straightl! 

facts about the satellite launching, is better than thE! other three because 

lt makes both the sub~tance and significance of the ev!mt immediateJy 

apparent. 

As a further justification of this position, it can be argued th!l.t the 

apparently "objective" approach used by at least one of the newspapers 

in its banner is marred. by the use of a word t.hat holds potentlally anti-

Soviet connotations. The Tribune refers in its banner to the Soviets as the 

!'reds." This word is highly charged with political, part.isan connotations. 

:a does not say (to the researcher's mind) "The Soviet Union Launches a 

Satellite. ,t It says ,"the godless enerrty launches a sateD ite. n 

Perhaps the headline writer did not consciously int.end to use an 

emotlon-laden word wh·m he used "red;" perhaps space limitations dictated 

this choice, but then perhaps a pP.rsonal projudice ~ainst the Soviet Union, 

even if unconscious, ~aused thp. writer to chose this wore. ·tihat-ever the 

case, the point remains: objectivity does not exist in human activities. 

lAmerican Society of Newspaper Editors~ Bulletin, (Jan. 1, 1956) 
p. 1. 
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It can be argued with great force that every word used in every 

piece of 'Irriting possesses a mass of subjective casts. A headline like 

the follmdng, for example, suggests the possibilities: "Mankind Launches 

~arth SatHllite." It could be argued that by specifying that an indivi

dual nation, the Soviet Union, launched the first satellite, as all the 

headlines did, all the newspapers "interpreted" the launching in terms of 

what they believed their readers should know about it. They all, in 

this sens E3, then, perhaps unwittingly, inte rpre ted the news. If this is 

the case, then all reporting is interpretative and the question of inter

pretation versus "objectivity" in reporting becomes meaningless. 

But this is enough digression. As we have indicated, all the news

papers devoted their banner headline to the satellite launching and all 

covered the basic facts adequately, though the Monitor's headline would 

seem to present a more c omple te perspective. 

If, however, we take into consideration all the headlines in each 

newspaper dealing with the launching, the New York Times emerges as the 

clear leader in virtually every respect. It treats virtually every "angle" 

of the la"ilnching in a seperate story and thus prints a headline for each. 

In addition to the banner, already listed, the Times contains the following 

heads: "Navy Picks up Radio Signals--4 Report Sighting Device," "560 1>1iles 

High; Vislble '.-lith Simple Binoculars, Moscow Statement Says," "Satellite 

Signal Br,:>adcast Here," "U.S. Delay Draws Scientists' Fire; Satellite Lag 

Laid to the 'I'lithholding of Mone~· and Waste of Time," "Soviet C]a iming Lead 

in Science; New Announcements Noted on Ballistic MiSSile and Rocket for 

Research," "3-stage Rockets for U.S. Satellite; First Ii/ill Lift it Off 

Ground, 2d Step up Speed, 3d Hurl it Into Space," "Soviet Satellite Visible 

wi th Binoculars; Will Reflect Sun's Rays, Scientist Says." 
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The list continues, "Sat<Jllita Bel:ittl~d; A.dJ1lir3.l Sa.vs Almost Anybody 

Gould Launch I dunk of Iron, I" "Satellite Announcement Brings ;Hx"d. Reactions,!1 

"Sanadian .surprised; :!ominion Astronomer '.\' 11 Try to Spot Soviet Satellite," 

"i·~i.litary Rol~.! Joubte(~; AUe at S,:lAF:~ Headquarters Gives View on Sat("l1ites, I, 
n!dam' Radio nelp ii.ske~l,'1 "Pentagon Aids in Alabama," "SatelUte ?':ight h; 

Step into Space; SoviE,t Project Appears to go Beyond ?:Lans Hade by U.S. 

Scientist:3," "'Moon' :IQlds Key to "Sarth's Shape; Secrets of Interior's 

:lensi ty l'lay also be Revealed···Current Data Inexact," "T.ext of Satellite 

Report," "'Sovigt Launches ':'lrth :,atellite," IIIXoon' Tracked Going ,.)vel" U.S.,11 

I' Jrdinrlry Radio Sets '":an It l'ionitor '.'100n, I" "Soviet 'Smbassy Guests :'iear 

of Satellite From an AInt~rican as Russi.ans 3ea:n." 

This is a very impressiv,' array of headlines ind'~(d. ~!irt·Ja:'ly aU 

th'5 ba::dc5 o~ the st07'Y a:-e COVE';!'f;:!, and, in addit:i.or:, a wjlie range of 

backgrounJ and interpretation, much of which is not ev'~n lIlBntione:j in the 

coverage Use}.f of any of the ether newspapers, is outlined. 

This is not to say that t!;8 reader nead not read further than the 

headlines to get an accurate account of the event. In no case does any 

ntJ3·U.L~; c-r.i.e:dn <.; complete summary of the contents of it.s story. For 

example, the story headed, "Device is 8 Times Heavier than ~m: flanned by 

U.3.!! deals with the reaction of U.S. scientists to the launching, w"ith 

the ~;3.tt: vf tt:e satellite, w~t.b TT(lctions from U.S. space offiCials, and 

wi t)": l'.'. plans for sltelUh >I'lr.chings, as well as with the informa

tion n1(mtione:: ir. the headliljf. 

The Tribune, in :::outras t t:' the Times, provides very weak h0a~::::'lnes 

it.:: ~;tory headlines inc:1t:.ded +b" fol1owirg: "Spins 560 ~·:'.18s up; at. ~ 



~lilcs a ':';ceond; 1 hr., JS :~J.!11lJtvJ5 ii.fOun:: Earth; neport lioo~~iers See 

neer Heporls Rec(:ption;" PR.ussia 2uts a 3atf~lli te :nto t.he Sky; t' "Russians 

Coc~ra.tdatcd by Am9!"1(:ar: ::;cientistsj" l·?.Cp()'t~ Indi.ana Team First to 

Sec ?.ec. '!':OOfl; fl' "Russian S;'ito::'1i te ~'all ~vaporate 0::- ~i sintegrate." 

Clnce again, the '1'rib\L."1e 's persi~ tent use 0: "red" for u:30viet" 

or "Russian!! must be nJted. In the story h"lad, "Report. Iniiana Team 

First t.o See Rod I~oon, ", the t'.::r.Tl is not only PQtenUally prejud.idal; 

i.t is also iIr:precise. r;ould not "red" also refer to C~ina or any 

other communist nation; turtb'Jr, th'~ term is ambiguous. Amateur ob-

sr:rvers might. easily tak,: "red" to be a description of thp. satellite's 

color or a.pparent color in the sky. 

·,:6 can but speculate ab~ut U:.e r(~asons for using "red" here and 

elsewher~ l' but we ean show tr.ilt its use does not contri.bute to accuracy, 

and, in fact, that in many cas{~s ar,d in many respects :it actt:.ally d:)es 

+':-e opposite; it stands as an obsta.cle to ac:euracy. The above example 

should suggest the possibilities in this area.""hethel' the reasc.<ns 

f'..:.r its u!;e were merely the dictates of headline composition or whetr:er 

they were more poli,tical in na.t';:~e, the fact remains that this tern, 

used in this way, is not amoflL the r;;ost lucid 0: terms. ~urther, many 

other terms could havf~ been used more effectiv81y. 

<)erh 3.pS the most notewortr,y shorteoming of the ':'ribune' s headl ines 

W3.S thei, failure to suggest thr) sign:i.ficance of the fact.s they reported. 

There is simply no hint 0:" interp~tation and very little bad-:gr'Ju."ld 

information in the Trlbune' s h'1adlines. 

The .fost-Dispatc12 uses its headl ines in much the same way as th? 

':'imr;~; uses them. They OUt1iIlf~ m~iny of the important pOints of the story 



and in some cases include interpretation and background. Story headlines 

included in the Post-Dispatch were the following: "Device Circling Globe 

15 Times a. Day; l.'iill Burn in Dense Space; Sphere is 22.8 Inches in Dia

meter. Weighs 184 Pounds--Launching Viewed as Potent Propaganda;" "Rocket 

That Took Satellite up Believed 'Close to' an ICBt.{;" "'Moon' Travels Over 

Eastern Cities, Due in Midwest Today; Device Not Visable at Present Because 

its Path Goes Under Sun, But I'1any Report Seeing it;" "Russian Predicts 

Flight to Moon in Few Years;" "Red satellite Seen Jver Japan, Geophysical 

Year Offic:er Says." 

The headline "scanner" in this case would receive a relatively com

plete picture of the important aspects of the event; he would also learn 

some background information, and would be exposed to considerable interpre

tation. As in the case of the Times, the scanner would learn some facts 

that he could not learn even by reading all the stor; .... material in some of 

the other newspapers. He would learn, for example, that the Russians 

predict flight to the moon within a few years, and he would learn that the 

satellite was reportedly seen above Japan. Once again, the use of 

"red" must be noted, however. Surely a morf~ precise and less prejudiCial 

term could have been found. 

Tm Christian Science Honitor does not make extensi va use of headlines, 

probably because of the nature of its approach, that of presenting relatively 

compact, tightly written coverage. Its five-column banner also serves as 

the story head for both of its front-page stories. 

In a sense, th8n, the Monitor is deficient in this aspect of its 

coverage: its headlin'3s do not summarize even the elementary facts of the 

event, that is, the s'itellite's speed, weight, orbit, and the other 

basic facts displ~yed so prominently in the other newspapers' headlines. 
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But in another sense the 1-1onitor's headline is superior to the others: 

it states the basic fact that the Soviets have launched a satellite; then 

it outline:s the significance of this event: "Made-in-U.S .S.R. 'Moon' 

Circll3s ~arth; Space ~ra Advent Jolts Washington." The fact that this 

short headline is in conjunction with a compact story makes it more defensi

ble in that those readers without the time to wade through the massive 

volume of material contained in the Times, for example, and who thus 

become "scanners" might find time to read the briefer Monitor account. 

It mlght be appropriate at this point to compare the "leads" used by 

each of the newspapers, since they are so closely connected with head

lines in both importance and function. 

The Tribune uses leads that are quite effective in most cases. 

The lead t.o one of its prime stories, for example, fulfills at least four 

of MacDougall's five functions: "Russia announced this morning it had 

launched yesterday the first man-made 'moon' and that it was spinning 

around the earth at a speed of five miles a second. The artificial moon 

is about 23 inches in diameter. It was launched by a carrier rocket 

which was believed to have given it the necessary spin to fly around the 

world in 1. hour and 3S minutes." 

This lead answers most of the immediate questions--who, what, when, 

where, hov,)'. It does not, however, expl;:;.in the "why" aspect (this is, in 

fact one of the major shortcomings of the Tribune'S coverase in general). 

It also emphasizes the feature, and, probably, induces the reader to 

continue with the story since it raises as many additional questions as it 

answers. It also indicates the authority for this information, Tass. It 

does not mention individuals (MacDougall's fifth function) because there 

really are no individuals prominently connected with the event. 
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But then this is a IIReuters" story, and chances are quite good that the 

Tribune di.d not write the lead. "Sxarnination of the leads clearly written 

by the Tribune reveals that with one exception they are of similar quality. 

The exc"lption is the lead to the story headed, "'Moon Signal Heard, Expert 

Here Believes." 

The lead paragraph to this story is clumsily written and is in "pyramid" 

rather than "inverted pyramid" form: "Jerome Tannenbaum, 37, of 5240 

Harper Av., owner of an electronic engineering consulting firm at that 

address, said that he heard a radio signal early today which he attributed 

to the Russian satellite which was launched last night." 

The important information is printed only near the end of the 

paragraph while the opening is cluttered with secondary details so that nd 

only does the reader fail to receive the important information first; he is 

discouraged from reading further as well. 

The lead might have been more effective if written as follows, for 

example, vol'i th the important facts first and elaboration later: "Radio 

Signals, said to be from the Soviet satellite, were picked up by a Chicago 

electronics engineer last night. The signals, a series of "beeps," were 

heard by Jerome Tannenberg, 37, of 5240 Harper on a frequency of 20.005 mc." 

The Times' leads were, in the main, well written, but a small number 

of them faced the same shortcomings discussed in connection with the 

Tribune. The story headed "3-Stage Rockets for U.S. Satellite, 11 for 

example, features such a lead: "Publicly discussed American plans for 

satellite launching call for the "payload" (the instrument bearing 

aluminum sphere) to be boosted into position in three stages with a gigantic 

rocket combination." 
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Surely this lead could have been written better as follows, for example: 

lI?ublicly discussed American satellite plans call for launching the sphere 

with a multiple-stage combination rocket. The 'payload,' an instrument

be'lring aluminum sphere, would be boosted into orbit by the final rocket 

stage ••• 11 

In general, however, the Times' leads are well written and fit into 
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the requirem'3nts outlined by MacDougall. The following lead, under the 

headline "Satellite Signal Broadcast Here, II is an example of the generally 

excellent quality of the Times leads: "Radio signals from the first satel

lite launched yesterday by the Russians were broadcast to radio and television 

audiences here last night." 

The Post-Dispatch's leads are weaker in general than those in the 

other newspapers. They are adequate; the read'3r's initial questions are 

answered, though often near the end of the paragraph; the feature is 

emphasized when there is one; the authority is indicated; individuals are 

mentioned when they play prominent roles in the story; but the reader is 

not strongly induced to continue. The leads are simpl:{ too "wordy" and 

their order of priorities is inverted. 

The story headed, "Progress of Russian Techniques Is Called 'Great 

Significance' of Launching" provides an example: "United States satellite 

chief John p. Hagen said today the rocket that blasted th, Soviet satellite 

skyward m:3.y have been 'close to' an Intercontinental Ballistic Miss19. 

Hagen said the 'great Significance of the Russian satellite> launching is the 

fact that they are so far along in their rocket techni'1ues that they can 

do this at this time.'" 

In this example, the most important facts are "buried" near the end, 

and the attribution, to an unknoW'n government official, opens the story. 



If the President had made this statement, the Post-Dispatch would have 

been justified in leading off with the attribution, but in this case it 

simply reduces the impact of the primary facts, and thus reduces the likli

hood that the reader will continue with the story. 

The Monitor uses an approach that is different from those used by 

any of the other three newspapers. Its story concentrates on the 

II sc ientific" aspects 'Jf the launching only after it explores the Significance 

of the feat. It opens with a simple statement: "There's a brand new 'moon' 

circling the earth and it carries the label 'made in the U.S.S.R. til And it 

is not until the fourth paragraph that the statistical information is 

brought into the account. The intervening sentences concentrate almost 

exclusively on the significance of the launching, making only occasional 

mention of specific facts. 

Even though the scientific aspects of the launching are fully 

explored in the Monitor's coverage, the concentration in its leads is on 

background and interpretation rather than on detailed facts. 

Does this approach fit into our standards for leads? The leads, of 

course, may not answer some of the reader's initial questions such as 

IIhow large is the satellite?" WWhat is its speed?" But then it will answer 

some of the v,:ry critical questions such as "what does this launching mean 

to the world?1I And these critical questions are the very ones that are 

relegated to secondary positions by the Tribune especially, the Post-Dispatch 

to some !3Xtent and to a lesser extent by the Times. The Monitor's leads 

strongly emphasize the feature of the story; the authority is implied in the 

fact that the st'Jry is by-lined by the "natural science editor" of the 

~nitor's own staff, as well as by mention of the Tass announcement. 

The most difficult question to be answered here is whether the 
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Monitor's leads and their style induce the reader to continue with the 

story. It can be argued that because they tend to be "wordy" and indirect 

at times, they might cause the reader's interest to be lost rapidly. On 

the other hand, it could be argued that because they deal in broad terms-

describing the dawn of the space age rather than simply the physical dimen

sions of the satellite--they would tend to capture the curiosity of the 

reader. 7he researcher's inclination is to accept this latter speculation, 

although no supporting evidence other than that already offered can be cited. 

In summary, all the newspaper's leads were generally adequate. They 

fit in general into l-1acDougall's set of standards, though many of them were 

weak and seemed to use a "pyramid" rather than "inverted pyramid" form. 

Interpretation 

The subject of interpretation and its importance in news coverage 

has been given considerable attention already in this report. However, this 

subject is of such importance as perhaps to warrant further, more detailed 

and concrete attention in our process of comparison. 
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The Monitor gives the most attention proportionally over to interpre

tation of' the significance of the launching of sputnik, though in actual 

amount of' material it falls behind the~. It leads both the Post-Dispatch 

and the 1'ribune, however, in both respects. The latter two newspapers 

provide very little material of an interpretative nature, so little, in 

fact, that their readers must have been in doubt as to why, and in what 

ways this launching of a simple metal ball into the sky was worth noting. 

The Monitor, in addition to providing prominent hints about the 

satellitE3's Significance in its banner, "Made-in-U.S.S.R. 'Moon' Circles 

Earth; Space Era Advent Jolts washington," also provides considerable 

material in its lead story, as we have noted. It provides, among others, 



the followlng "interpretative n facts to its readers, even as early as the 

lead paragraphs: 

The first earth satellite, hurtling around the earth in its man
made orbit, evoked several Washington reactions: 

Congratulations to the Soviet Union for its feat in hoisting the 
first mechanical moon above earth. 

Chagrin that Moscow had beaten the United States, which is not 
scheduled to launch its earth satellite until next spring, although 
the date conceivably could be advanced. 

Surprise at the size of the Soviet satellite which is more than 
eight times heavier than the contemplated American vehicle. 

5harp awareness that the Soviet accomplishment indicated a 
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very high degree of skill and development in the field of far-flying missiles. 
And finally, a startled look ahead to the not-50-distant future when 

still heavier satellites, capable of carrying instruments for 'inspecting' 
other countries' territory and eventually capable of carrying weapons, 
would be circling this earthly sphere. 

Having read only this much of the story, the Monitor reader is sharply 

aware of some of the many implications and significances of the launching; 

surely to know that the launching of this satellite portends a time when 

bombs can be launched fr-:>m space upon the earth and when silent "eyes" 

orbiting in space can see all that happens in the world in minute detail 

is of greater importance than knowing that the satellite itself weighs 

184 pounds or that its orbit is inclined sixty-five degrees to the equator. 

The other newspapers reported these latt"?r facts in their leads, indeed 

throughout their lead stories; only in secondary stories if at all did the 

other newspapers deal with these interpretative facts. 

It ~las the Honitor's editorial judgement that interpretation of the 

significance of this event at least paralleled in importance the nstraight" 

facts involved. The researcher's inclination is to agree with this approach, 

and to suggest that in this respect at least the Monitor presented a more 

accurate account of the event, again using "accuraten in our liberal sense 

of the word. 



The Times printed one account on its front page which was basically 

interpretative; even it, however, did not make immediately clear many of 

the ramifications of the event. It made the followir1€; points: 

Leaders of the United States earth satellite program were 
astonished tonight to learn that the Soviet Union had launched a 
satellite eight times heavier than that contemplated by this country. 

Dr. Joseph Kaplan, chairman of the United States program for the 
International Geophysical Year described the 184-pound weight as IIfan
tasttc." The heaviest American satellites are to weigh twenty-one and 
a half pounds • • • 

William A. Holaday, special assistant to the Secretary of Defense 
for guided missiles, said the launching was not evidence of Soviet 
technological superiority in missile and rocket developments. 

Mr. Holaday noted that Project Vanguard, the United States satel
lite program, had been an "open" project as part of the International 
Geophysical Year and there has been no "crash" program to rush a 
satellite into orbit. 

Mr. Holaday suggested that the Russians deliberately may have 
placed great emphaSis and money in getting a satellite into orbit first 
in order to embarrass the United States. 

Rear Admiral Rawson Bennett, whose Office of Naval Research is in 
char~;e of launching the United States satellites, said the United 
States had' never envisaged the satellite launching program as I'a race." 
de said that Project Vanguard, the United States satellite program, 
would "proceed as presently scheduled. II 

The kinds of interpretation contained in this story, while of importance, 

are not t;he kind of vi tally important points made in the Monitor. The 

Times does, however, provide this kind of interpretation in several page 

two and three stories, notably in one headed, "Satellite Flight a Step Into 

Space." Considerable interpretative and background material is also contained 

in storiE~s with the following heads: "U.S. Delay;:)raws Scientists' Fire; 

Sate llitE! Lag Laid to the 'tlithholding of Money and Waste of Time, II "Soviet 

Claiming Lead in Science; New Announcements Noted on Ballistic MiSSile and 

Rocket Research," "Satellite Belittled; Admiral Says Almost Anybody Could 

Launch 'Hunk of Iron," "Military Role Doubted; Aide at SHAPE Headquarters 

Gives View on Satellites. ,,1 

ISee appendix for accompanying stories. 

~--
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The Times' overall coverage in this respect was good, but the inter

pretative stories would have been more effective on the frent page, if not 

in place of the "straight" stories, at very least in positions of parallel 

prominence. Because o~ its placement and the quality of material itself, 

the Monitor must in the opinion of the researcher, be given the "edge" in 

this case over the Times. 

The Post-Dispatch provides some interpretative material, and most of 

it on page one. Under the head, "Progress of Russian Techniques is Called 

'Great Significance' of Launching," an interview with John p. Hagen (see 

page 29 for text) provides a great deal of interpretation as we noted in 

our earliElr discussion of leads. 

In another story on page one, under the head "Russian Predicts Flight 

to the lioon in Few Years," predictions about future moon travel as well as 
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the launching of weather satellites and communications satellites are made. 

The Post-Dispatch touches on some of the important pOints of interpretation 

made at the time of the launching, but it also fails to cover some adequately. 

It does not, for example, mention political reaction from Washington or 

elsewhere to the launching. 

The Tribune provides virtually no interpretative coverage on page one 

at all, and provides only one partially interpretative story in its entire 

coverage, that "hid::len away" on page six: "Russians Congratulated by American 

Scientist.s." This story deals in interpretation only briefly in the form 

of comments, first of Dr. Lloyd Berkner, an American IGY official: "I am 

amazed that in the short time which they had to plan--obviously not any 

longer than we had--I think it was a remarkable achievement on their part. 

From the point of view of international cooperation the important thing is 

that a satellite has been launched. They did it and did it first • •• " 



The story continues: II Dr • Richard W. Porter of New York, chairman 

of the tecrillical panel on United States satellites, said, 'it is a magnifi-

cent step forward in science. '" 

Whether considered in absolute terms or in comparison to the other 

newspapers, this is certainly very scant interpretative treatment, especially 

for a story so important, and so new and baffling to the great mass of 

newspaper readers of the time. Very little background is sUP91ied, and 

the reader is deprived of the perspective given by the Times I coverage, 

f or example. 

Completeness 

We move now to consideration of an aspect of accuracy heretofore 

largely ignored: "factual completeness." In order for the coverage pro-

vided by a newspaper to be accurate it must be essentially complete; it must 

not commit the error of omission, in other words. 

As WH discussed earlier, all four of the newspapers included in this 

survey provided essentially complete coverage of the central facts associa-

ted with the launching of sputnik. There were several notable exceptions, 

however. Some are outright omiSSions while others are in effect compound 

omissions resulting from the printing of incorrect or misleading information. 

The Post-Dispatch printed an essentially complete factual account, 

judged in relation to the oth9r newspapers' accounts, as well as on the 

basis of examination of subsequent historical accounts.
l 

(Neither of these 

methods alone--simple comparisons among newspaper accounts, or comparison 

lllSpace Exploration," ~ncyclopedia Americana, 1972, x.x:v, 32Ov, 32Ow; 
"Space Exploration, II Colliers Encyclopedia, 1912, XXI, 348-349. Note: Several 
other sources were consulted here, including Britannica, World Book, and 
several almanacs, but the sources cited provided the most complete and 
useful accounts. 
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of them to subsequent historical accounts--was considered sufficient 

for this aspect of our evaluation in itself; taken together, however, the 

probability of accuracy is considered high enough to be acceptable.) 

The Post-Dispatch reported some facts and aspects of the story that 

were not covered by any of the other newspapers. For example, it printed 

a story under the head, "West learns of Satellite Before People of Moscow,n 

which explained that news of the launching had been broadcast in ~nglish 

to the United States before it was carried by Radio Moscow. None o~ the 

oth~r newspapers printed this fact. It also printed a story, under the 

head, "Russian Predicts Flight to Moon in Few Years," that contained a 

Soviet scientist's projections about interplanetary and moon travel, 

which none of the others carried. 

It also carried a United Press interview with the! head of Project 

Vanguard, John p. Hagen, which was not printed by the other papers, al

though much of the information offered by Hagen was printed in the other 

newspapers. 

The Post-Dispatch failed to report a small number of basic facts 

about sputnik, but most were relatively mL~or. It did not report the 

satellite's orbit angle (sixty-five degrees) or the fact that its sweep 

would cover most of the inhabited world. It also failed to report the 

fact that Soviet and .~erican scientists were gathered at the Soviet 

embassy in Nashington at the time of the announcement. 

In addition, the Post-Dispatch printed two descriptions that are, if 

not clearly contradicto~, at least not wholly in agreement. Jne story 

refers to the satellite as an "instrument-laden globe,!t while another 

says that it is "not a r scientific I instrument but only a test satellite 

able to provide small amounts 0:' information." 
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.,j':ich r'~p()rt':vl the es~'ential ",,,nd basi~ facts o!' tht3 eVtmt.. Its o:niss ions 

Wers not l:'eally those of crucial informat.ion; no~ was the intr~!'nal contra

':iiction n.)tcd of great importance. )n the whob its coverage of tr.c facts 

was complHte. 

The Honitar, lik\·,wis·3, provi d!d essentially compbte ~"veraG'3 of t~le 

basics, a:3 well as a very small amoun~, of "exclusiv''l'' material. It. reported, 

fJr exa'1lple, a revelat.ion by Ike Blagonravov, a Soviet sdentist visit.ing 

the United States, that he harj sen~ a d:>g up ninety miles in a rocket and 

recovered it alive, w~.th no a?parent ill effects; this fact was not m"mtioned 

by any of the other nowspapenj. (It is rolevant t::J t;he sputnik launching 

b"}cau"le it was re?ortec in conjunction with his c:)mrflents on the space 

travel implications o~ the launching.) 

The ;-tonitor also omit \" .. ,j severa1 pieces of informati.on reported by 

the other n8wspapers. It did not mention the ":-;:oonwat'(!h'~ proj~ct in (:on

junction ;.[ith reportei visual sit;h"':.inEs of th~ sat,t.:;lUtc; nor ~id it men

ticm the times of the r8p:Jrt.,;d visual si.ghtings~ Its eov'~rage was other

wise impr.}ssively complete, how;3ver. 

'fhl'>, .Tribune provide'~ coverage that was quite complete, both relative 

to tte oth<;r newspapers and to historical accounts~ As prwJ.iously stated, 

it c,:.vereJ the basics, includiot: the satellite!s weight, size, perioc of 

orai t, ang:in of orbit as well, :-,s the more abstract but eq~..lally i:rlportant 

info;~ma'~ion about wl"l'3.t is meant b;t "orbit," for example, the details 0: tte 

launch and of the offici.al Soviet announce:rent of the launching. (The 

Tribu~, as well as the Times and ;;loni tor printed the complete text cf 

the official statement; th'~ ;'of~t-:Jispatch did not.) 



It also provided some "exclusive" accounts, including an interview 

with a Chicago electronics engineer who explained various technical aspects 

of the satellite's radio transmissions as well as the techniques used to 

make visual sightings. it also went into Breater det3.il in explaining the 

plans for Soviet-United States cooperation in satellite launching and 

observation: "The first Russian reactions came at the end 0::' July 1955, 

when A.G. Karpeake, Russian scientist, said Russia was 'in principle' 

ready to cooperate with the America~ satellite plans. Later in the year, 

a spokesman for the m'3.unfacturers ma..'<ing the satellites for the United 

StatE!s government sai1 they would be launched soon after July 1957. 

Almost simultaneously, Russia said it would launch 'one or more' of the 

satelli tes in 1957." 

The Tribune also went into early American announcements of intentions: 

"The first plans to launch earth satellites were anl'10unced in July 1955, by 

the United States. American scientists then said they w:lUld launch their 

satellites within two years ••• It was said then that the satellites 

would reyolve in an orbit about 185 miles above the earth, circling the 

globe in 90 minutes." Neither of these areas was covered in any detail by 

the other newspapers. 

The Tribune's coverage was remarkably free from factual errors (based, 

again, OIl comparison with the other newspapers and on our histor-ical 

accounts). It dB., however, print at least two clear errors. First, it 

reported the satellite's diameter to be 18 inches in one story and 23 inehes 

in all its others. No other newspapers mentioned 18 inches and later 

historical accounts agree with the 23 inch figure. 

In addition, thp, Tribune carried several prominently placed stories 

about re?orted sightings, but did not qualify these in any way with at least 
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one of the two scientists' determinations carried by the other newspapers, 

explaining that none of these early sightings could have been of the satel

lite because of its relation to the sun at those times. 

With these two exceptions, however, the Tribune provided coverage 

that was generally complete and free from error. While it did contain 

some exclusive material, it did not print nearly so much in this category 

as our next subject of study, the Times. 

The ~~imes printed by far the most extensive, intensive and complete 

account of the launching of sputnik. In addition to printing the basic 

facts with accuracy (one exception will be noted below), it also printed 

a great d'3al of background and interpretative material not contained in 

the other newspapers. 

The bulk of the material is so great as to make more than brief 

attention to it impractical. Reprints of the Times stories which were 

wholly or very nearly wholly "exclusive" are included in an appendix for 

closer examination. 

These include a story explaining that ordinary radio sets cannot 

receive Signals from the satellite, one that suggests that an upcoming meet

ing by U.S. Secretary of State Dulles and Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko 

will include discussions about the satellite launching, one dealing with 

a Canadian astronomer's surprised reactions to the launching, one dealing 

with reactions of the incoming U.S. Secretary of Defense, one dealing with 

ap~~als from the National Committee for the International Geophysical Year 

to radio amateurs for help in tracking the satellite. Other stories 

dis-cuss reactions from various observatQries as well as police headquarters 

in New York. Another deals with SHAPE reactions to the launching; one 

contains comments by a U.S. admiral belittling the launching's Significance. 
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other stories include one containing a report on the role of the 

!tussian space pioneer Tsiolkovsky {rnentionerl trie!'ly tn the of:'icia} Tass 

announcem"lnt) in 9io!leering the theory of interplanetary travel. 

Anot.her story explains the kinds of information that scientists tope will 

be ga.ined from this an.d other earth satellites, including more ?recise 

ir:.formation abclUt th~ earth's exact Size, sha;le, density and mass. 

This is quite a!1 impressive collection 0: exel usiv€: stories, especially 

in conjunction with the Times I very tomp}gte and thorough coverage of the 

"basics." 'Jne minor orror is found, however. The other newspa,)ers report 

that the first "sighting" of the satellite was at Terre ;iaute, Ind. at 

8 :50 p.m. The Times, however, says: liThe fi.rst sighting was reported last, 

night at 10:23 (::~ST) from Columbus." This single error, if it is :in fact 

an error in the Times·-.:l::; indications are--rather ttan in the other news~ 

papers, is significant because it indicates that no ne~spaper, even the 

Ti:n.es, is immune to error. It.:is als:> Significant because it allows us 

to extrapolate and expect that other errors might exist that were not 

detected, perhaps because they were more subtle and d.1 ff:icult to detect. 

Eyew:lness Accounts 

Jur ':Jarlier discussior. 0: the role of' eyewitness accounts, neglected 

in this p!:1ase of our study, d<:servcs some attention herE;. The Tribune 

gives considerable space in its c:cv(~rc..Ge of' the launching to report.s of 

amateur observers se~ing the satellite on its early passes over the U.S. 

It devote,s an entire story, approxima :ely twenty column i.nches at. the top 

of pa.ge one, to reports of sightin[,s, cut nowhere does it raise any questions 

about the reliability of these sightings. The tone of the story Sllhgssts 

that, :if ~.rey have not been confirmed, they are genera11y accepted as 

authentic, sctentHically verified sightinf,s. 
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The Times, in sharp contrast, mentions the reported sightings only 

on page t.hree, and then it describes them as "unconfirmed sightings of the 

Soviet sa.tellite." The Post-Disptach states very clearly in one of its 

page-one heads: "Device Not Visible at Present Because its Path Coes Under 

Sun, but Y.any Re?ort Seeing it." This summarizes the situation very 

precisely. It does not neglect the reported sightings, but it makes very 

plain the scientific opinions that such sightings are not pos sible. 

Similarly, the Monitor reported the sightings, but quickly noted the 

scientists' calculations as well. 

While the eyewitness accounts in the Tribune were not inaccurate in 

a strict sense--they were simply reports about reported sightings--they 

were misleading, since they gave the impression, both by their tone and 

by their failure to mention the scientists' calculations, that the sightings 

were authentic. In this case, then, the Tribune trusted eyewitness accounts 

without seeking verification, and the result was an incomplete and mis

leading report. 

Location 

Up to this point we have not discussed location of stories within the 

newspapers in relation to accuracy; the reason for this is essentially 

that each of the newspapers gave the launching front-page, first-priority 

coverage. They all devoted considerable portions of their front pages to 

the event and the Times devoted virtually all of pages two and three to 

it as well. The Tribune, however, devoted less front page space to the 

story than the others and provided most of its coverage on page six. It did 

devot;e a banner to the story, however, making the importance of the event 

in this way apparent on page one. 
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Visual Aids 

As mentioned earlier, all the newspapers studied here provided at 

least one map showing the calculated orbit of the satellite. These maps 

were tmdoubtedly of prime interest to the bewildered readers of the time, 

since they indicated in a more graphic way than words could what is 

meant by "orbiting.!! The Times, in addition to the maps used by each 

of the other newspapers, also printed a flat world map showing the areas 

to be swept by the satellite's path* It also printed a photograph of 

Ameriean and S;)Viet scientists discussing the event in 'Nashington, and, 

in addition, it printed a photograph of the Russi'3.n space pioneer whose 

thear :les tad helped to make the launching possible. The Tribune relegated 

the map to page six, and printed its photograph in the bottom left corner 

of th3 same page. The l'1oni tor and Post-Dispatch botb carried front-page 

maps, but no photographs. 

Human Factors 

:;:ach of the four newspapers devoted some attention to the IIhuman 

emotions" surrounding the event, including the descriptions 0: reacti:ms of 

the .Fi.ussian scientists visiting American when the announcement was made: 
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"Dr. Berk:18r, who is the reporter on earth satellites and rockets for a 

special c·:lrn.mittee of the IGY ••• offered his congratulations. ~r. A.A. 

Blagonravov and other rtussian scientists at the party beamed in appreciation." 

This account was taken from the Tribune, but a similar account was printed 

in the Ti~. 

The Times also included a survey of reactions 0:' people calliIlE the 

Huseurr. of Natural History and Hayden Planetarium as well as the poliee 

switehboard in New York. Tr.e account is contained in full in the appendix, 

but parts of it are worth noting especially here: 



The announcement by the Soviet Union of the launching brought 
apparently mixed reactions from New Yorkers. 

The Museum of Natural History reported that it recp.ived a great 
many phone calls ••• The planetarium said most of the call::; were from 
nel4spapers and "the scientific public",,-amateur astronomers and t.he like." 

Ar. police headquarters, wheZ"':! switchboard acti'iTity is usually a 
gOloe index of public anxiety, a spokesman saii no inquiries had been 
receiv~3d. 

Also reported by the Times was a story in which a Un.ited States admiral 

"belittles" the Soviet accol1lplishJnent: 
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Rear Admiral::tawson 3ennett, Chief of Naval Operations, said tonight 
the Soviet earth satellite was a 'hunk of iron almost anybody couJ.:i launch. • 

Admiral Bennett saLl he saw no reason why we should not beHeve that 
the R~ssians had launched the satqllite.. However, he said its weight, 
lB4 pounds, as quoted by Sov-i''1t spokesmen, seemed to be erroneous in 
terms of the satellite's perfor;nance. 

This is of value not so much as an expert opinion, but as a human 

react:ion t,o the launching. It is also of value because it reports a 

viewpoint not expressed else .... here. 

The Honitor devoted a great deal of attention to the human emotions 

and r~act:i.ons associated with the launching; one of its two stories, in fact, 

cen tJ er"l::1 on official reactions to the event and on analyses of "experts. II 

':'he enthusiasm of one American scientist is made appar~mt in the f0l1:>wing 

paragraph3 for example: 

Commenting on this, Dr • .Joseph Kaplan, chairman of the United 
States National Committee for the IGY was quoted by the Associated 
t'ress as exclaiming that the 185 pound weight and 23-inch span "is 
really £'antas tic. If th8J' ':'an launch that they can la 1111Ch much 
r\eavier ones • • ." 

Dr. Kaplan s.li'i he i;:i !!Amazedthat (the Sovlettl did. it) in the 
~ihort timoW'hich they hai~ to p:an--obviously not any l:>nger than l4e 
ha0.-·I think it ' .. o.s a l"-:!markable achievement on their part." 

The ?ostmDispat<:!2 off8r-3d little in the area of human reacti~ns and 

responses to the event in its '!o ..... erage. It. did include a brief statement 

by John t>~ nagen, a D.S. spa~e offici3.l: !lJf course I was disappointed 

that we did not get our satellite up first ••• (but) this is not a race. 



Our approach is one of performing an experiment. ;;;ven when we knew 

they had announced the program, we took no short cuts. 'tie are going 

to proceed with our efforts." 

Conclusion 

Had W9 dealt in the depth and detail that a thorough and comprehensive 

examination of our subject dem~nds, this project would have required years 

of research and countless volumes of wri tten interpretation. Had we 

examined in detail even the four newspaper accounts, our research would 

have requlred many times the volume of analysis represented by this paper. 

Then to sunnnarize what is little more than a superficial survey 

itself, a cursory examination of the few newspapers sampled, is not only 

a very dFficult task, it is a labor of questionable worth. In short, it 

is difficult and probably of little value to sUlT1I'narize a summary. But 

some effort m~st be made to draw together the few bits of in~ight gained 

by our research, and to form some sort of conclusion. 

Our examination of the four newspaper accounts revealed that there 

were great similarities among them; they all covered the basic facts of 

the launching and they all prc.vided some background and interpretation of 

thes'9 facts. The Times and Monitor both went bevond the basic facts and 
--'"- .. 

devoted great attentj on to background and interpretation, While the .eost

Dispatch and Tribune gave this aspect of the story less attention. Jnce 

again, however, all the newspapers did give sufficient attention to back-

gro\;Jld and interpretati.on of the events that a reasonably knowledgeable 

reader c:mld grasp both the substance and some of the Significance of the 

launc:hing by reading their ac(:ollnt.s. 

All the newspapers used headlinAs in such a way that the reader 

could get a reasonably clear pictt:.re of the launching and its meaning 
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from reading them alone., The headlines were also generally w1'j t ten ir, 

such a way th3.t the reader's att.ention would be caught. and directed into 

the body of the story. Thr.: Tribune!s headlines were somewhat defici.ent in 

this latter respect., and the Times and Monitor were judged superior to the 

other newspapers in the quality of their headlines. But once again, all 

the n:::wspapers provided headlines that were functional. 

The newspapers all used leads effectively to answer many of the 

initial questions--who, what, when, where , why, how--that the reader 1.!': 

likely to ask. The leads also effectively err:phasized the "feat.ure!~ of 

tteir st.ories. In addition, they were all written in such a way as to 

intice tb, reader to continue with the story, though st)me, of course, were 

stronger =,n t~is respect than others. 

The leads also gave the autbority for their information quite fa itt-

fully; some in fact emphasized. this too heavily, as we noted, by using .it 

to open t.he lead and in effect de-emphasize the importance of the fae t.s 

themse]V8$. Few 1ndi viduals were prominently conn~cted wi th the 1 :rcl:ching, 

but when appropriate, the newsf.af)ers did bring these incH viduals tnte 

tr,eir leads ~ Wi.th cert.ain exv'ptions, then, all the newspapers used the 

lead quit!; effectively. 

All thp newspapers acknowledged the importance of the launching of 

sputnik by giving prime page one coverage to H. The Tribune devoted less 

rront-pag~, att.ention t.o it tLar. the others, but nevertheless devoted sufficient 

space to it on page one to make clear that it was 'an important event. 

All the newspapers made u:,,;p of at least one visual aid, the mo:::t CQ/rJl"<.on 

being, a drawing of thp. earth) ;,t.owi.ng the satellite's orbital path. Others 

US'3d photographs, but this story was not one that demanded photographic 

coverage in the way that a natural disaster would, for exampIe. 



In U.ese components of their make-up, then, all the newspapers 

measured up very well to the standards set dJwn. Even the worst provided 

essentially full, complete and accurate coverage of the events, if our 

factc)r-by-factor comparison has any validity at all. 

This is not to suggest that there were not weaknesses and mistakes; 

many of these were detected in the course of our effort. C)ccasionally a 

newspaper printed conflicting reports; occasionally reports confl:i.cted 

from one newspaper tc trw next. But. the p:>ints of difference were in 

nearly all cases minor, even inconsequential. 

The only major area in which noteworthy deficiency was found was that 

of background and interpretatbn. Nef ther the TribunEI nor the Post-Jispatch 

prov:ided as much as 'tJould be necessary to bring both t.he substance and the 

Significance of the launching into clear focus for the "average" newspaper 

readl3r, to whom perhaps the word "satellite" was strange, for example. 

And this is perhaps the most substantial weakness found in the news

pape:rs included in this study. All of them could have provided more 

background and interpretation, not less, as some critics of the mass 

communications media have insisted in recent years, without being in danger 

of overstepping the tradi tic>r.&.} boundary between "newspaper" and "magazine" 

styl,g, and without fear of compromising lIobjectivity." 

't}hat, then, is to be said about our thesis, that. A.merican newspapers 

do live up to their implied l'esponsibility to make representative government 

worb.ble by keeping t.he pe()pI8 fully informed? rNe must conclude that it is 

borne out by the resl:lts of our study. 

Jur thesis is oorn", out oy thn !'9sults of this study more strongly, 

in fact, than could have been projected on the basis of our most opti.rnistic 

expectations. '.ve were abla to find Vleaknesses and inaccuracies in thE'! 
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newspa;>ers only with th"! greatest of effort, aTld the few sr..ortcornings 

found were generally of no more than minor signi.ficanct'l. The new-spa~lers' 

shortcomings and weaknesses were found to bf~ insigniflcant br:-side th<lir 

great strengths. 

Given our conclusion, then, that modern American newspa;>ers can be 

trusted to faithfully carry out their public responsibili ty_.to accu!"ately 

and ;~ully repo!'t the news--and given the current state of affairs in the 

American government, perhaps we might appropriately conclude by recalling, 

with a c8rtain sense of i r::>ny, our opening words from Jefferson, It • • • 

were it left to m(~ to decide whether we should have a gO'le:-nment witbout 

newspapers or newsp309rs without a government, I shou1d not hesitate a 

moment to prtJfer the latter." 

and 
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:n tnt Tt'".()n t"I.·~w('<: .. H"~ aAtcl. ~ 
:Jtt .n,i th~ ('t.rth. ~ 

Tht' r.J:~Lo :r;!!!"TJ.l fi"0rf, th.e £.II.t.! 
t'::llc- \, 'tA'nt &~ ,t p., .• ..t'"!o l.'1rooJt:;.h: 
t~~ tIKtr~':'H:·.1\.t-;;~·J lOn~;t'ojl 
~lYe"rJ of lht' ,t.:~ \..~~~~rr't· It .. t 
lo:..,·c·r the t~q:.H'ncy H:c m"~" If., 
bo(n~. By ~:,~::1[; t-!o t:-l~"lto:':1': 
'It" Con~ doub:t' t;'.~ olhrr, thc, 
P.\J~~i:\nt hop(" tCf C':f'"l('fU'.:t(' '..hp'· 
..!\trt"rt":'"l(,~ Hl tJ"t':'",~l:'l~ ,:-d thu:; I 
tJ..t' cie-ctrrln d("n ... ~t,.. I 

"nit' L"n:rf"d s~.ite- __ "Jlll"liltf' " 
pro;::ram (1::1 ,or :II. ~:mlJH C)I..~' 
~:'"ln.rnt. b\:t.',nU·, the u:o..e or! 
:q;h.prt"(I~:O!1 oJ:-~.~rY:.tlOn 0': 
L'1~' !tlf'II,~r" with I. ~~I"l: 
t':l:"rH't4 al. " b-<\':iJ uf ("(,!T,p2.rL~:"I1 
Y.1th l~f' T.l.c:!io b .... ~r.·L ! 

Only etl.~ o( th ... '~ AIr'.(dC'1Cj 
c.~~r~" r. cu:r~r'.tJJ" tn' c;x-u'". 
lion a.Ild th'" l'lt\ tn c~t>·"r' ~ ... hM"1 
'lJ!~ {or Jtu~:.;..J~r !.1.tf'l:I~~ orbl~~ 
m,y nol :a.Ii' t-e-wor'·{lr.~ \.1:'1Y!! 
r.t'xt l:u:T.rn~:-. 11':", S()"'.,C'l L;"I.·. 
icn .r. ;)f,a..ren~ly d0{'l nr)t h:'tH" 
'-':'Iy a.1c.n ca~"l1(';,1..t: :.r.~. ~.~ .. , I(.X-! 
Pf(').! .. e-d .n irlltrot. In th~1 
bt'ln~ m:\,j~ }-.,.r:'f". . 

1l 't'~·ot.:;.j riob,\b'y b(' lmr-')~·. 
~I.blot ';.(1. dl":1.·~: ~:"'.} to th~ p."s,.-) 
~; ... n.!f t:>-:'"!::'fl! t;.~ f'"d n( l~e 
tr'tf'rn.1.t~nn.l G-<",;-·!"-,;."\:,:<.l y,.,.,r.: 
1r.1' .... AVH:~~ prt,;·raf"\·. art' ~Hrt; 
d Vil\l worl.j-·"":,~,,, 'lLl:1." c.! Ull!' 

iM.:rt...") .. nj 1'..'1 C'lln .. cr.~T . .:'r.t. \ 

: trr('O{f' hC'l. U".;.t a ut('~ltt'-'. 
;wlt"h';;i.,~\:;-,um t'i~\Atj,~ of .~y.), 
;mi!tl J,.rd .. mJl"I~~llm ~ •• , ...... '<"'1., 
of 1:'\.. nn:f'J '" cu:d l!~t oni),' 

: tr.rN 6ayl.· ~ ...., 
I H4""" A,~ .\.t;d·-r.i.k'lln A.. A-! 
Inl'q::;:v;lr4"'~" c~ .. C"t o! t~c SQvld 
dt"lo:~Ucn tc. thl" ccnfrrrnct'. 

11-.('!"r 1:r. tT,' ..... io~ air at .:1 
,.l~\".&ll~n· (".r 1:!. rr.:!c:\ to 1l1o""'·: 
the &,l~::lt,= lo1.r';>n.'("!:\tJy ~H'rl' 
time :t.l":'.Jt,'1. O:!r~ it. lC~t'! tht" 

!Ip..-( .. j r~:..t~~.":-J t." CI"Ol...r:tu .... -:-t. 

1
'~j~\\lti' tt \01.1:; ~.:.l:-.b~ ,y, .... ..... .J. i·.~~ .l .. f.ri"t'..!l or t:~;l.k lid!). 
. S'1·...,!lrr r~"CB.:· 1: ... :-:' or th~' 

!
r;t'-:~,. f:'d'J':-.a.C:y .. ill t~ cc·n·; 
~.·,,:;"r",N \';";'r- • r:--:f't""""J~ ("lr rt:\dq 
It-.I- ,. ... rtl'~ UKe- a .r."r~un, Cle-, 

I t~~l~~~~~ ; ... :., ·f':!"I· .. alh~ 0(' t~.! 
crt'a ..,..t'r~ j.~",<) m~lr~ ~nJ tr'f'l 
'~>(jt~0.:\ (">Y.l~l()!,\ :,':~) rnjl"~ D·r.~ I n:'f;· ... ~r:\ ~'O\, !' I'. ;,1. tt 9, c' 11,1 c\r~ lc- ~ 

1
1l"':~ ~'r:h !,;~ S~.>·-IJt t~I:-~~· )('~r!t 

th -"~a.H1 ... ·1 \1; It I!"',i~ v..l~ r,nl\"i 
1\ &";J(' .... -:., ~'r.rf. l!',~ I"t.'r_c!;::-- cf ot..:~! 

\
(~n ,:-'r rt\~.~'"! (.~ ~;'3c.e.u 01\.1(11

1
' 

r;l,~u",..t ~ . 
\,r.,1c,j f.:~1trc f;"\t,.1::'f' ""'(r·tT~. 

h.-t,I'" ~ lh.! Z ... , r::!"" :"1 tra,. 

11n' .... ·r~::71 .. HI!'"~" lit ""h.I·,' &'"1 

Isr't;~l::!\f rr.(>-'"!"! (""'"' t.., fJ.;; ... ·-' .... ! 
~~., , :n::\. r.::~. (l",u • ttY' l 

... ,.' I 

I CldiAOL',~ SUflPRISEO l 
l('jcr"iit'i,;,:"",'~!;:;::~rf':;-"""'\llr;': 

I to' S;O~Slte!1!h. ; 

01"7 \.-' ... ·A. O':t. (.. (Canl.-1:.\.n; 

I
prr ... ,q.,or. c. g. Be;t~J, l),>., 

r:'i l.:1 I 0-:'1 ; ... ~ttO!"\·'~1<":r. to'"ll,>:l"tt U
I ·1 

!"if' ...... ;,,, -\:lrrnv,1 t!") It'lm th,·.t 
t.h~ !: ... ::,v~::\.... t:r.!cn hA,1 Llrtz..dy 
lat;!", .. ::-~,~-6 &.!'\ ,.,rth !U.ttlj~~t. ! 

, • 'I\'~ ..... c:-t Co. laUe ,ut?r:1->d 

I~~ ~~~~ .. t;'?'t~~'1. ';:~~~.:~''1if 
'I A.'~j.,:t,j .,., t',t:~h~r k"'';t~ust!. 
wc'..;j,j, trY to A;:-r>t th~ ct-'lf"ct 

!
trh':Ilt;:'l ;'n "~,~~-,, 2.tor,r·' \I.:Je
KO~ t'.(l~. hf J4!d: ~ 

"\\"e11 CCf1.a.!n:y lnn' a try.at 

l
it." . 

Or-. Er,h said he th-ou,hl It 
uni.):'('ly 100\1 C.l~~dl.ln .. ",;ould 
~~ .. t.:e to !i?Jl the o~J('ct ",1lh. 
Itt.e unJ.i,"'.<·,:i. ('rl':· ' ! 

i-----··-~------ ! 

i 'H.::m· Rz:;io Hdo ,1,IJ..tj 

I \"'d:ST HAr.TF"()~\D. C. ,.!"t" 
.O-:L 4 tT"~-A ;'O.(>;·i'j·.r.,rin b-('r 
a",:~atrur r.H~1O c·r;':1.r,114LJ,~n i.':)
nl~ht .... :>..~ :!..~.('J 10r I~' t,,'lp 1:1 

'tr,1<klng trt' f'l. .... of t"tt· (".rt.t. 
sztf'~l.',(' l.'!'':n,·.r.t'''1 by tt.r R:.H
I.ar.... CNr;:t- Gr<'!.rr,mtr. t('('ij
n.,al d:rC'<..tcr c! tc.e Ar;.('nnn 
Rad:o' l-:I'hy V11="Ut:". 5.-:d an 
R~pr,l \n\~ ~('l\'r-d fror:l e~(" 

.""tlon~! Cr-mr. .. ttl't' rot t)1.~ In, 
tl"rn.lUC'n.?d G<-ophl"'lcal ".i e-ax. 
Tne let' f,""'.Jt' I".~ it. n3"thw.'i.l 
b-eadGt:M1.t"n bnt. 

it-.r a;·, .... c' .,,:. ,'.' • ".l "'1:; \~.,. 
~',"l' t \":-,"-n"': ~I-r ~' .. :., ~ .. -.>= 
C'~ A;;' f".\:'.)'1 Jl"':~' ~~~ l~:.,:r.l 
an .;.~ lr,:,!ly r' :),(~.1 fl·.'·,:'.t.:'l 

!;<'~l ~:(' .... y(,r .... ,('r~· 
Ti:(" ~~u .. t"'~m {',f ;;e.!t::-'\J 

~~:;~:;l,~' ~T;;~)l~:~':~.~~:t\'~\': .. ~ 1. 
cal:S-Ill>..")',;.t (,,":<!' 11. F':~~:"'("- I 
f''\,!y L. ..... "t tv(';.,:"',. H".)~ ht· 
c.,:.;"~ ("t l!-,~ ~",:~r V-.t nt""" 
n· ... ("t-,r-t\: t,l"r~ . .r.rw.,·lt 1 r-. !-f.. 
o!t~cL"ll.5 ...... Ce u:-.~b.~ to ~,f!('r , 
rnurh 111ll)m~;"\:lv:"l. (",,::-cni ( 
wr~ a-:!\'L.·C.J to -rc;\J t~.d:, 
n~·~";-,).j'><':'!"s.'· 

1·;-'~ H oi.y~rn ['I ~.r,r-t" r-. 11 r.l. 

.... t-.lch a~~ N,}')rtt":'. rt'-:(i\"~rji; 

I. ("I M:' n:ar,y r~c!".~ c:t;:J, 
Wi. 1'"'1 eo ~;:-::,' ... r Lx. T;-.::, 
T':.' ...... !~n'Jr:\ 1'.\1·~ ~~""._ C'( tr .• 
("".'"::-~ ..... ·(ie f, ':T~ ~ .. {'.'~; ~,;-f";'" 
J.nj .'ll":t: tr\(~:irjc I ~~;-,:;c
• mil tc~; r_:!.trono:Y. 0::- ... J n:! tt.~ 
1:< •. " 

}~t ro('·!Ic~ 1:: :"~~:":ol.r,'r~ 
, -..;,{'!"{' ,:;v:llct'tvJ-,;.1 fiClnty ls 

1\ ~~~~!~:;.,. ~;~::,~t~~~;~J'r,r:db;.~ 
,~~_a~':':"1,_~~ 

I "'-----. --------

: S~TELLITE e::'lITTLEO 
i 
l Adrr.j~·~f Soay. ,,",Imelt t ... nytody 

COI.,'U"L.JU()cn'nJ;'"d Ir;"," : 
. ..... _. ~ ... - "\ 

R(U A,j,nlnl J:'.·.\·~ .... n B-.~n·1 

n('t~. Chid cf :S:l\~1 (I; .. -raU'"lf".'I. 

MId tcnlt:;ht the f.oY1t:t ~a.r.h 
Po.3.lt:1:H~ ~-:ts .. ~ ··h-..;-:k d.·lrQ:-'. 

"Imo,t .• "":·t.'Ofy c"(·t:Y.1 htlnch:' 
n,!' Artn.ir;l.1 ',.I..&.! Int.('nl(",w~.j 

o"cr tt,(, !\·&U')M\ r.:"'.lJcas\b~ 

Ccrl";:HI.ny In \Va..,.'":':-.i:tcn, 

;-'0 iCl.~:.:t \'.;; .. ' \\1,. t:·· J:'J r·.'~ 

b~liC\·t t~.,t L~~ R\.J~~~~"'. 1' . .ao:1 
:&unch("j lh~ .'t~r:::b". Ho·-,:~, .. t"r, 

t-.t • .a.ld ItJ .'-(,)::::,t, lS~ ~ .. y ... ::d •. 
:_. G".JC"lt(,j by $;,\"I..:t t;::·)i<.C'~r:!('r,. 

~",~~~('d to ~ ~!·:-O:"".t··'}',ls l!l tC'rn:1 
~r tl".(' ~~.tt"~!,t('! r·<_:"1' ... nT:,~r~ 
Th~ Ad:'1:rlli !'!,.~,j It ' ... () .. !~."! t)(" 

~l!fk\l:t tt) tl ,,~k t~"l 'l.U·;L~t 
¥.-1tr.cnt k.'1t)·.,;i.l"~~C ;.;{ it .. ('ltJl~. 

MILIT ARY ROLE DOUBTED: 

Aid. at SHAPE. Hedqu.rttrt 
Givel Vilw' on SAtf!lIih:1 

PARIS. SAt""j~y. 0<:-'_ ~ 
(H~\JtersJ _ A sr.c/~"'~m.i'n. 'at 
Supume Ht3.~'lt:&rten ()( l!-..t 
Al:l~d Powtrl 1:", El1ro~ 

(SII-}fEI .W~ to'hy"lhl ht 
did ~'1A btllt""\e Ru.s..<:.;J,·s e:\.rth 

s .. lt'~Ut: ""(..-.:1:1 t.=-n~ ro1lilar)' 
1InpHcatJoo..:.. 
H~ wu .not in • iNSltlcn to 

m:t.k~ Il conot.ldi"rvd ,t.-..lim~nt 
h~ .added, but te \I. a .... flc"'\t a. .... 3,ff" 

of f".l<th ~;1t"~ht("s t-(,liI/: ~'k:rn 
!nt'i; ("on'lIi!~r1\l:(\rl .t ::H,\PE j 
lU'i" h3t,r:,t: mHit ... ry f"Ott'ntl~1 

a:'ll~.s. 

., 
j 

S~l'''~~ Lt;: L:l.id to t~~ 
\\'c!r,~):' j,r'g "f ·r.,~onoy. 

r.- ~:.j ::)t l'r:ttt'd ~tllte.s hAst i 
:~"''-~';:'''~ It ~Ucc!'.s!o!u.l ('P_rth! 

:.;..~ .. :" t:o' !"I-'''- 11 mcnry tadl 
':r,.::~ l. ·'~i ~dj b.\..:k an·1 tl':~~ 
1 "j,.:;...~ :t'"'1 ~ . 
! ).~\'.!" ~'.f~·-:-.:-.ki~~ Jclt'r.t.~t"l 

.... t' .. (( _ ~.j r_Io·. wltr,,):..:t Y. :.~~ ::-.;: 

: ~~~ ,:L:~:X)~i~~~;te:.::~~~~,~ I 
~ ~'lA ~r:~i:~<lt ,~~rl:;~~t1,t.~,~~~t' I~\~:~l 
1r:~1S: ••. ':.! ~,. ~;,:;n ... ·IS ~.xctt;.hr.~)YI 
:r..a: j:;".1 ,"': I 
! n .. !','1.t ~, m~.nt that H·.t de·1 

;f~t~~~ :';~~;~~:[l~~'t;!d~~~~\ 

" 

(.·-~t !~ .. ~ !;~ 1(': .. :-.ll~t ujd l:\J~ 

~~~;o;~~~~~ /~t ~.~r~·~~~~.:.! ~e\:-l' ~;::; ~ 
:Y il.J {.n -:.:~~ .:-.a.!l 'l,lr fl.l'\j tr-.it! 
in·,t ~,~~-.I!·q."r ~:"'~I!"1f' t!.:'d!':t! 

\

'"' ~. en t:.. lov •• ;~." I 
. l·c.~r l"f'"aC. ~a.tdUtN 

A'f ro.';.t~!'rl 'to ....... 1 bd.:J:"e OH' 
,?.n .. :('l b~"10U:lc("~llt'"r.t. the l"rllf·~i 
1~:J.t,.s <e~~n '''Ali rL,nn~:·.~ t.-:-! 

j ~::;~, {~;,; ;~~:; :~~r~~f~J;~;X;:!~! 
I:.~ ... <: t;\!~. v::th tht' I,je& th"lt c:-,tt 
lor t; . .-t(' mi/07hl vrLlL VI,": E~;;'~I 

l
up;o.~ :";-;\Il",II.:lble l;mt'. I 

"Th€' ti';\.:n \I., ·t~ rcP(lrtf'i:1 ("c,~· 
f1::'t'~t t ...... \t tl ('0ul1 ~\Ic("C'~~t 2;:), 

~j.'\'.I7'1C"h (J~,t' ot HX ';...11'~4;t~i 
- •• - ~ - " ." ..... & I·., .. " " . 

,'~·:'·t·:·· '~:";·;-!'t';~"1Ir." I 
I rH'} J() t~p t"rlltt1. f' Ait"~1 
'<:'~"'~·l~". ,o;t lv.('nt\··cnc I!r,d 1.1 
'bd!. 0'.:,:1'1011. W('1;.:;i)~d 1.., ~t C,:--.:) 1 
j~r. .~/r~{ ',.t:.-.n. ct tt',f! J-'~u~ !' \,.s: 

I ~,,;;:~ ~,::~:-:t!,.t, nt'll ("onno;""\ t~11 

I ~~I;:: ~~,t;- ;V!.~ at~~\~~;"T1'~' ';;'~ ~~: ~~ 
,~·c;:-.~,'~t:-,.t:(" ..... :0. .. ('X("(',,:o.I\"f'. :-~,',T.-:-

~ ~ ; .. ~:~::~t~. ~:;~c th~t .. ~ ~.~1;~~ ~~ ~~ 
: <l.!f''<!\'.". u:~T'll,1 ~ put ~f\ ort':! 
:by U." (":1r'! or thf' lr.l("m1'_t!(1i.i] 

:i;~·:~JZ.~~~~;~~~ . t;!a~·u.u~~~, i/~\ 
I·.\·,,:~ l'"Ci •. 'f,e-d .a.n'i the- l'ru; .. d 
~'·;X~~(.Ci 
I e·,(' l"OcI,.,;t"t rxp.ert noHd: thAt 
';'.""l,;.:i.c:~ in tt.l$ ("(H2r.t:y t> .•. j 

.,t1tt u~ (ro",-~jr.~ !}I.~t>ll;~t" p:-n)
t"': ts ~;,r'l\t ~[~(,I \Vcdd \',".,.r 11 
!Hc ~ ..... ,1 l!".~ only G:Jt\Un:, ",.;t!-. 

,.\t·~:-. C-.t !'!'':. c.:o~!:1 be f..·U. 

I O~:~l~~tI~I;; ~:~'~~~l:m~h~l 
1(",-.~.~~~ct! l.\, ;lh t!',1" !,!\)"I V.ir.· 
. (·,>.n:l p:-c;~ct ""3.\ G!f~n.'d t>y 
::J:-. \\·(rr.!~t·r \'i"l:l :r~nl:n'!l A:-.;l,:/ 
r·· • .:'.,: .. t Vl:""!"l.. Th'.~ pro.""'I\x· .. .,,1 t.~d 

'. -, t' ..... ;. ! .... tt.:-:tt\;:::-I". 11("("')r..!:- f t:: 

:' ~.~~:: :';~', ~~~t'·~·tl·nH~~~~L~~~ ~~.~~~~ 
f'. c_,I .. 

r :1~""! 1:1\' '·.r' :.~t 
:"st r<~Lt It,:tt e." ::(~.~: 

~ v f Ti.·_.:J\ It'SJ r •. -:- .. . w· • .! 
.... \-, • \'.~.;~,~~~Yj.'t" r":I'\~,;( oi~ 
a. !.r~~·!"~,:-.;::(' \~~~:(;e_ 

! s"r:~ly ~ .. :;'fX'rt('r~ t-.At"O t:"":"\~f' 
'1~t':-! ,.·..:-rtot ('f tt:~lr b~!ld u.~t 
lu .. ,. '",n Hnun tt~rn ("ocl:j } ..... ~ 
i!":;c("(""" .. tl.~.y l.unch,.....j t, J.':(,:-

i~li~i~l~ij;)~ :~;~ff~;~"~·l: 
ito'.."., t~o ,'k!'tt'n p! ~~q.: ... ,!'"1' 

il~>c:"'("tll. T:.ty t·r.'-e it ,,:"c> C1. 

!~~~~~r~~ ~~&~\~.f~\;:~.~~~ c(~.:~; 
'v.·'LC !~O\ t"p-d. 

;~~~;~ ~::'.'::ri/~:'<}t~-":''-:,~~ 
for. ,. ~l to c.!:a·,t • ,,:(-:;;~t U 

:Ar"I 0 .. t~t . 
. O~,f' C'('fI"'::!";' ttl("l;1f:t.t c:~(':t-::! 
b.,' II. v;{':!~:."';t :, ...... t o-:\,,~t t.o.llS, 

'. };I!.' ':" ~"t'" nt.H·'-r:.-A!:H·=l·a.~ 

~~::~ ~~~"'~~:'; ;~:i;: ~5~/ I t~~~~,/~~ ~ ~~ 
U'I 1:.;0. t<&Ur.g th(~ l.) t!".t': 
n1oon ... · 



! Dd!es:~;'[ ce! Gro':"yb 

/

' ~fI{nfo~r;:clTd~!! od,~y 
1;.......:.1 t.r.-... :-.,.. y", .. ':"12" • 

\\'A~: :I~GTO:.,. Oct. 4~ 

I 
St'<tr-t"'l:Y ot Rt ... tl' J"Clhl"1 FO'1-

I 

;;~:~~l:!~~~;~:~{ Ai~~'~~~~' ~!:~ 
LH~r, , .. -111. ~,'II;(\J:,' t~e g-r~l\t 
~.!Iue~ ~rv1dtl"( U-,~ ero.ItN 
8~;}!('J .v'.1.! U'.e SO"'lcl Cmc.'1 

I at & fnH!Jn:: htl"!' lomorro'V. 
Mr. 1) .... 1'.::" m~y .... ·('11 U~ 

tht O<'Ot~:on to t~ll':;t.~·t"' the 
r~r'''.o;.:~.C' S' ... ·l~--t. crt,('l.\.] on hit 

: ,oc:,u".tr:y·,. h'l:'"~ ]-.l;iC th~ tir.-t 
~ !'iateIH~r F.L.:t thlt $ubj~t i.~ 

not h,:",..ly t.o ~ thf' pnnclpAl 
topIC o! C'(':-~n:'N- lUon, 

T..~ 1;"J.,.t~ng' \0 tA~~ r1 .. u' 
I.l Mr. Dullu' G:",("l'tc""n 
hc.rr.e ..... A!I .I.rr;1.,,;.:('.1 14,,,,,,(,,11] 

rlA), 3A;t. I\J'1d ...... '\,.1 bi::N'1 .... ~ 
for..:.rn. r:1I"'"", ·'i'Hh'UiF.1! o( 
\"! C"" .... , , j..'1 a.~ jnf .. 1Jlr:l:1l .. ':.m05-
ph#~. :..' f 

D.~.u.n.rr.rnt IlJ'l1 the tb!. 
d1t r.,1,."'t _re <"XI"'''Cle-1 to b-e 
d~~I;!I, .... j ~t It-:,,;,lh.. ~o (or
rr.AJ ~ "~e~(!" t.', ~'\ pre-

F~~~W'~l~t:;~~\·';~o";~t.l~ 
propcul t-1 n!tcr to r('l!~\', 
tt-r t~~lc':"tl bctv:("Cn the t..;-o 
coor.tr\('lt. .. 

The h.lJ.1C%".lJ".( elf th(' :::ovkt 
.a.tt~Li.~ Ij r.ot O!".~ tJ! l!'1t It'·n .. 
'~("!1.'\. ·111. f'~(th IAt"r:i~.t'1 
~Ir.( ~ .. ~:~.rh ... ,j. nr to t·,] 
l.t'Jn('h("-.1 toy H.e t:nltt-d S':..l.~('! 
a:d th, !:oY~d 1:tllc/\ an!' L, 
lLfC-::r-!.,. ":Ci! ..... i·..h rt.'-o: .ILLJ:\IJ 
· .... -!c;·a·J Jot a h:-!'-J Cit !.:·,:~r .. 
n-.t;":"'!.'\l c0r.!er'" -:,r~ In C";"~ 
1".-:>:11·",,\ WI::' th~ J::.t.trna.'j0:'1:\.1 
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